VAIO® BX SERIES
Notebook Accessories Fall 2005

Empower and Enhance Your VAIO® PC Capabilities.
ADDITIONAL STANDARD
BATTERY

CD-RW/DVD-ROM DRIVE
BAY UNIT

BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS
MOUSE

VGP-BPS4

VGP-CRWBX1

VGP-BMS30

Extend the life
of your VAIO
BX notebook when you’re on
the go with a second battery for
lengthy meetings and flights.

Archive your
data, create impactful presentations, record audio or save
photo files. This swappable
optical drive is easy to use and
ready to go whenever you need
it.

A stunning blend of
form and function –
Using Bluetooth® technology,
innovative PTFE sole technology, and a stylish compact
design, this mouse provides
ultimate wireless freedom. It
works effortlessly with your
Bluetooth® integrated notebook
PC.

DOUBLE CAPACITY
BATTERY
VGP-BPL4

80GB3 HDD BAY UNIT

With this double
capacity battery,
there is no need to worry about
running out of steam. Get 2x
the battery power compared to
the standard battery, giving you
almost 12 hours1 of power.

VGP-HDBX08

ADDITIONAL AC ADAPTER
VGP-AC19V10

Pick up a convenient spare
adapter so you can have one at
home and one at work.
MULTI BAY DOCKING
STATION
VGP-PRBX1

With a battery charging
feature, Sony delivers a smart
peripheral that saves time,
maximizes efficiency in power
management and can be used
with all sizes of the VAIO BX
notebook. Ports include 4 USB
2.0, Ethernet, serial, parallel,
VGA and DVI-D, and is also
equipped with the multi-function bay for swappable bay
units and a PC lock.
DVD+R DOUBLE LAYER/
DVD±RW2 DRIVE BAY UNIT
VGP-DRWBX1

The VAIO® BX
Notebook features the unique and powerful
Multi-Function Bay, enabling
simple swapping out of powerful peripherals, such as this
DVD+R Double Layer /
DVD±RW drive bay unit. With
DVD+R Double Layer, record up
to 8.5 GB on one double layer
disk. Archive data, create customized DVDs, or watch presentations, and make the most
of your VAIO PC.

This HDD Bay
Unit yields
ample storage capacity without
compromising productivity by
reducing system downtime. The
swappable bay is convenient for
on-the-go work and storage.
And no cables mean less clutter
for your workspace.
HDD ADAPTER BAY UNIT
VGP-HDBX08

The adapter
provides storage configuration flexibility,
allowing you the freedom to
use hard drive in array of sizes.
Compatible with 2.5” width and
9.5mm height Parallel ATA
drives. (Hard Drive not included
as shown.)
BLUETOOTH®4 HEADSET
HBH-608

This sleek, stylish
headset employs
advanced Bluetooth®
technology to deliver excellent
sound quality and a stable connection. Up to 8 hours1 talk
time and up to 250 hours1
standby, so it’s ready to work
when you are.
EXTERNAL USB FLOPPY
DRIVE
VGP-UFD1

Connect this
portable floppy drive
directly to the USB
port on your VAIO notebook.
512MB MEMORY MODULE
VGP-MM512L

Install an additional memory
module so you can open and
run more applications at once.

WIRELESS PRESENTATION
MOUSE

WIRELESS KEYBOARD KIT

NOTEBOOK ROLLER CASE

VGP-WKB1

VGP-AMB6

This functional keyboard can be
used on the
desktop or
you can close the palm rest and
use the touchpad on your lap.
The kit includes a wireless keyboard and mouse, and USB
wireless receiver.

This sturdy and
compact case, with
its convenient vertical design, fits
easily into airline
overhead compartments yet still provides enough storage for your
clothes, PC, documents and
more. Fits up to 17” notebooks.
External dimensions: 14 1/2”W
x 20”H x 7 1/2”D.

NEOPRENCE AND AC
ADAPTER CASE
VGP-AMC5

This multi-function tool works
as a mouse and presentation
remote with pointer function.
Wireless convenience allows
ultimate freedom and flexibility
in a sleek and contemporary
design.

Protect your notebook PC from
scratches. Neoprene offers
durable and water-resistant protection. The AC adapter case
helps you to manage the cords.
Fits up to 14.1” LCD
Notebooks. (Coming in
November 2005.)

WIRELESS OPTICAL MOUSE

NOTEBOOK BRIEFCASE

PCGA-WMS5/S

PCGA-CCV

Reduce tangled cords on
your desk.
This batteryoperated mouse offers style,
wireless convenience and
smooth, precise control. A
USB-powered receiver is
included.

With an inspiring combination of elegance and
style, this chic dark brown
briefcase is perfect for mobile
professionals. Convenient
accessory pouch is included.
Fits up to 14” LCD Notebooks.
External Dimensions: 16"W x
11.5"H x 5.5"D.

VGP-WMS50

PRIVACY FILTER
VGP-FL9

Work on confidential documents in
public without
concern that
onlookers are catching a
glimpse. It makes on-screen
data visible only to persons
directly in front of the PC.
MEMORY CARD ADAPTER4
VGP-MCA10

Allows you to
instantly read and
write to a variety
of Memory Cards via a PC card
slot on you PC: Memory Stick®,
Memory Stick ProTM,
MutiMediaCard™, SD™
(SecureDigital) Media Card,
SmartMedia™ Card.

LARGE CARRYING CASE
VGP-AMB5

Trimmed in genuine leather, this
handy carrying
case fits notebooks
up to 15.4”.
Sturdy and functional with convenient pockets and expandable
compartments. External dimensions: 16"W x 13 1/2"H x 7"D.
SPORT BACKPACK
VGP-AMB2

Stylish, convenient
and comfortable
backpack with
efficient storage for
up to 17” LCD notebooks and accesories. External
dim.: 14"W x 20"H x 8"D.

1. Estimated battery life. Actual battery
life may vary on usage.
2. DVD Media/Formats are not univer
sally compatible.
3. GB means one billion bytes when
referring to hard drive capacity.
Accessible capacity may vary.
4. Does not support Memory Stick
media and Memory Stick PRO media
using the MagicGate function or high
speed data transfer. Supports memory cards with capacities up to 1GB.
Does not support 5.0V SmartMedia
media or the ID function of
SmartMedia media with IDs. Does
not support the SD Memory Card
media copyright protection function.
This adapter has been tested with
only Sony® branded Memory Stick
PRO™ media. Sony® branded
Memory Stick PRO™ media is recommended for use with this adapter.
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